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“When a Man Loves” tells the enthralling love story of 
the passionate and  beautiful Zeynep and charismatic 
businessman Kenan, and the rivals who threaten to 
doom their romance with a web of deception and lies.

https://www.theglobalagency.tv/when-a-man-loves


The enthralling love story of the passionate and beautiful Zeynep and Kenan, 
a charismatic and successful businessman, is captured in “When a Man Loves”. 
Their romantic tale is complicated by the reappearance of her cheating ex-
husband as well as a powerful rival for Kenan’s affections. As a web of deception 
is woven around them, a happy ending is far from guaranteed.

Zeynep’s family happiness is shattered when her husband Oktay cheats on her 
and leaves her for another woman. Still in her early thirties, she is now divorced 
and forced to stand on her own two feet. She raises her two sons, Kagan and 
Arda, alone with little support from their father. She also toils as an assistant in 
one of the country’s leading women’s clothing companies.

Zeynep has lost all faith in men and love, but her world is turned upside down 
when she meets Kenan. He is 35 years old, tall, athletic and handsome. He is not 
just ambitious, hardworking and intelligent, but also honest and responsible. It is 
like a dream come true.

Kenan single-handedly sets up a shopping website and develops it to become a 
leading e-commerce site. But while his company thrives, his private life has until 
now been a disaster. Though his charm attracts many women, he is suspicious of 
their intentions and has never opened his heart. That changes when he meets 
Zeynep.

Their path to love is thorny and tangled. Zeynep’s self-sacrificing, sensitive and 
kind character left her at the mercy of Oktay, and he continues to haunt her. 
Having contributed little during their marriage, he is now making a fortune and 
has a young lover, but does little to contribute to his sons’ upbringing.

There is a further obstacle in the formidable shape of Yelda, the difficult owner 
of the women’s clothing company where Zeynep works. With her dedication, 
Zeynep is able to cope with Yelda’s endless demands and whims, while everybody 
else in the company fears her. However, she is about to make Zeynep’s life even 
tougher.
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Yelda is fiercely ambitious and intelligent and is used to getting what she wants. 
With her well-groomed looks, the 38-year-old lets people believe she is only 32. 
Having succeeded in doing business with Kenan, she now aims to make him her 
lover, even if it means lying or deceiving.

But the biggest threat to Zeynep and Kenan’s happiness may just be her ex-
husband. While Oktay is now in a relationship with a woman he works with, his 
attitude changes when he learns about Zeynep’s new relationship. Raging with 
jealousy, he cannot accept this situation. He will do anything to win her back, 
even if it means lying, plotting and using their children.
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